Freshman Class Is Matriculated By Old Tradition

Quadrant Groups March by Color Post in Annual Ceremony

One of the most important ceremonies of the year, the Color Post exercises in which the Freshman, class was officially matriculated into the student body, took place this morning.

The Color Post assembled in the chapel; the students then marched according to their quadrants to the Color Post. The seniors, members of quadrant one, stood on the north side; the juniors, members of quadrant two, stood on the south; the sophomores, members of quadrant three, on the south-west side; and the freshmen, members of quadrant four, took up at the door on the east side.

Freshmen Admitted

In the ceremony the keppers of the gates asked admittance for the Class of '37. Their reasons for wishing entrance were given and the committee of each of the three others classes, having refused to fill the east side, the Freshman class passed through the gates two by two, one on each side of the Color Post, and took their places on the vacant east side. Leveque, Bishop, member of the Sodality, then gave a short talk and the Bishop and Miss Altemus concluded the program.

Class of '37 Tradition

The tradition of Sophomore Admittance was observed by the Freshman class of 1937 and the conception of the ceremony is: first, that students may have formal matriculation into the student body; second, that classes may frame for graduate and third, that classes may honor their members. In other words, the exercise partakes of the functions of admission, election, creation and graduation.

Second Year Men Run Beginners Ragged By a Swoop

There are rushes in the bank but the greatest rush of all was the Big Bash at our school.

The freshmen seemed to need some help, however, and an army of the fights was formed to help the above-mentioned and the freshmen agreed to stay all night. They also had a wonderful rush about the premises of our school and the freshmen seemed to need quite a bit of help. They were captured and handcuffed, fed them, and even made rotten eggs were prohibited and the freshmen seemed to need quite a bit of help. They were captured and handcuffed, fed them, and even made rotten eggs were prohibited and the freshmen seemed to need quite a bit of help. They were captured and handcuffed, but that didn't stop them from taking the advice of the situation. Thus they had to fight back. However, there was no chance that the episode passed without further mishap. Another humorous scene was when Bill Ellis was compelled to prance around a while and entertain the seniors, members of quadrant three, on the south-west side; and the freshmen, members of quadrant four, took up at the door on the east side.
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Omierons Give Football Frolic
Affair Is Given in Masonic
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By Doris Hall

SEASONS SCENES

By Dorothy Hall

YWCA Recognizes New Members
Service Ends Two Week Membership Drive

Recognition services for all new members of the YWCA CPS were held Tuesday, October 16, in the little chapel. At that time several more of freshmen and juniors became active members of the group.

The candles carrying the platform, formed a semi-circle before a background of autumn leaves. New and old members were seen in their places by Misses Lucy May Arter, Mrs. Virginia Gardiner, Mrs. Martin and Ann Pennett. Miss Eva Torfl read a poem and Misses Hazel Rice and Edith Alonzo escorted by their mother, Mrs. M. L. Johnson, were seen by Miss Betty Hoyt.

Each new member was accompanied by the light which she carried in the image of YW, then entered her name in the membership book. Blue and white, a ribbon of membership, was placed on the new active members of the group. Miss Elsie Shaughnessy then concluded the service, the YWCA students led the group in the prayer led by Miss Spencer placed the organs and directed the service. The program climaxcd a two-week membership drive carried on under the direction of Misses Minnie Marnett and Eleanor Harpo, directed and sponsored, assisted by the cabinet.

YWCA Students in Civic Arts Play

"Treasury of the Wests," a tour of a tour, was presented by the Civic Arts Theatre Club. Although many students have al-

Pledge Elects

Sigma Thetas Have Garden Party

By Doris Hall

Brooke purses with bright metal ornaments are one of the prominent features in winter accessor-

Dark stockings are favored by the majority of college women this season. They match the brown and dark colors of the various mid and late autumn which are so popular.

Green seems to be a color almost universally worn this winter. Plaid and solids in green are worn in combination with the darker shades.

Buttons—large buttons and particularly those made of wood, are extremely stylish this fall.

Silk ties cleverly arranged so as to give freshness to infield dresses of dark color are being worn a lot on the campus.

Observation has shown that many women in college are wearing Spanish tile and brick-colored dresses of suits.

Latest in the line of sports theme for campus wear are those worn from the extreme tip of the hair.

The women of CPS show peak sense in wearing warm sweaters on chill, foggy mornings.

Poets Will Discuss

Own Compositions

To those who are interested in the reading, writing or criticism of po-

Carson Shoe Repairing

WHERE TO GO AFTER THE DANCE

Get your shoes in the rear end of another car. He suffered many cuts about the face and head when he was thrown into the windshield of the coupe in which he was riding.

Sophomore Injured

in Class Prayer

Perret Anderson, a sophomore, in a serious hockey night at Tacoma General hospital as a result of a auto of some of the college students, expensive right. Anderson suffered many cuts about the face and head when he was thrown into the windshield of the coupe in which he was riding.
Puget Sound Wins
Conference Title

Continued From Page One

The baseball squad crossed the path of the cellar and continued its winning ways.

Track

The track scene was dominated by the Willamette side. The majority of the men in the starting line were Willamette men, with the exception of a few from the Mu Chi team.

The Willamette relay team set new record in the sprint.

Basketball

The basketball game was played in front of a large crowd. The Bears had a tough time against the Huskies, but managed to come out on top. The final score was 75-60 in favor of the Bears.

Baseball

The baseball game was played in front of a large crowd. The Bears had a tough time against the Huskies, but managed to come out on top. The final score was 75-60 in favor of the Bears.
A Fight Song

One of the highlights of the award assembly Friday was the presentation of the CPS band, under the direction of Prof. Homer Truitt, performed. Its playing at that time would have been a credit to many larger and more experienced groups. However, there was one feature that was noticeable at that time, a feature that has been missed at CPS pep gatherings in the past.

That feature is the playing of a real CPS fight song, a song that would typify the spirit of the College. A song that would spur an athlete to "do or die" for Alma Mater, a song that would typify the spirit of the College, a song that would make them.

Grace Pals is a good speaker. All she needs is a course in electronics to kind of finish her off.

A NATION WITHOUT GIRLS WOULD BE STAGNATION

You have ever slept on a freshman; it's three season's bold. They have no spring.

What time is it? asked Maurice Webster, scrutinizing his pocket watch. Virginia Callan: "By the looks of you it is five after two or three."

That reminds us of the absent-minded Prof. who met his son in the hall and said: "Hello, Fred, how's your father?"

The other day we heard Larry Petterlty talking to Lucy May Spencer. He was saying: "Now listen, Lucy, they're going to have school here in a few minutes, and you won't be there tonight, so when you hear a whistle, don't think it's the police and jump out the window."

Gee Trails in getting along. Illustrating reading on the Mendelham lay, suddenly stopped himself with the remark: "Hello, I've been in the wrong generation."

Frosh Matriculated

(Continued From Page One)

No. 1 Greek has this tradition, which is copyrighted by CPS.

Quadrant one is formed by every fourth class since the year 1893, which was the first class in CPS. Quadrant two by every fourth class since the year 1894, quadrant three by every fourth class since 1895 and quadrant four by every fourth class since 1896. Faculty members and students being to the quadrant of the year in which they came to CPS.

Arch to Be Made

It is planned to use the fifteenth, made up of materials from all the buildings, in the new clery as the Color Post. The plan for this arch is at hand as the Color Post. The plan for this arch is at hand.

Frosh Tails in getting a long illusory naming lecture on the Mendelham lay, suddenly stopped himself with the remark: "Hello, I've been in the wrong generation."

THE WATCH DOG

Our collegiate Walter Winselt passed up the biggest sandia of the week without as much as a faint with the left—it was a verbal and near-fistful interchange between Dark Green and Bill Eppig. He was concerned which of the two should get the Broadmoor apartment steps that Saturday.

It appears that the Mike Leisenberg-Ruth Day two of a year ago is a pair of lunches now. Mike Leisenberg seems like a bright friend of trusses on his visits but Goe Trials did—and he's the fair-haired boy—yes, just to his mother.

The twosome of Davidson-Forsyth, Davis-Sprenger and Watson-Samuels appear about as stable as the price of a five-cent candybar—Cupid should move in if the Blue Eagle doesn't catch up and put him on a 48-hour trip.

The person who has been bringing up those "clean from Pittsburgh" are, directed at Marion Winge, wishes to produce a flavoring and spice—Eddie LePeine's gas bill has doubled over that of last year—a year has put some noteworthy changes in the makeup of several H.B. freshmen—women—and complimentary, that was.

A certain person who has caused considerable hilarity for some of our more sophisticated has more stuff on the ball than Carl Sturtevant—if she can only find the plate and keep the control she'll have most of us running from the benches—get the pledge pins out, gas, or don't say we didn't warn you.

Ottu Smith has been spending much time at Krewe lately, even—Roy Carlson claims salmon superior to toad.

Bob Smyth and Mike Leisenberg lost their trusses in prelims to the Blue Eagle in a fight song, something that will make them.

The report that Longhorns has a horse ready for next season named Lady Bravius is untrue—Lady Bravius is NOT a horse—Another correction in order for those believing Ann Cleavenger is still a student here—she isn't.

Martha Pearl Jones is still bouncing youngsters out of windows—Personal notification for the fullest smile here: Gerrie Davis—even the boy with the paper one has in the corner of our school room smiled—yes, it was—on depression on "blessed events" this week—all we can offer are those ever-multiplying smokes in Dr. Slater's hang-out.

Park Cagman is an orchestra leader—on is Paul Whitt—Miss Nickle has definitely dropped the adjectives "Jimminy" and in front banding—Ann—Roy Norman went to China this summer—claims he still like rice.